
Notice to All Members or Visitors regarding covid-19 
procedures at club events

We are just as eager to get back to normal as you are, but in light of the Government Guidelines as 
from the 19th July and with cases on the rise, it is clear that the pandemic is very much still with us and 
the ownership and responsibility of maintaining a safe environment now sits with everyone. 

The committee have discussed and agreed the measures that we are intending to put in place to protect, 
as far as is reasonably possible, members and visitors, as safety is always a priority. 

This note is to advise you of the procedures before events restart on 15th August 2021, and to give you 
the opportunity to comment on the procedures before they are applied, should you wish to do so.

Firstly, we ask that members and visitors adhere to all Government Guidelines that are applicable, 
including recommendations about distancing (see later) and face masks.

Secondly, we ask that attendees who are clinically vulnerable consider the risks involved, before 
attending an event.

Covid-19 procedures;

On arrival you will find two tables positioned one either side of the entrance to the JC Hall which will 
be manned by Chris Jones and David Campbell, please do not pass into the Hall until authorised to do 
so.

We will check your temperature using a digital thermometer similar to the ones used at doctors’ 
surgeries and hospitals.

We will ask you to confirm your answer is “no” to the following questions:
 Do you have a fever?
 Do you have a new and continuous cough?
 Has your sense of taste and smell changed?
 Have you been asked to self-isolate for a period which includes the date of the event that you 

are attending?

If you are unable to answer “no” to all the questions, we will offer you a lateral flow test and ask you to 
perform the test prior to entry into the Hall, which will delay your entry by about 30 minutes. A 
negative result will permit entry.

Toilet facilities

There will be a limit of two people in the Gents toilet at any one time. If the cubicle is used all 
touchpoints (toilet seat, flush handle, door lock handle) must be sanitised with provided wipes.



If the Disabled or Ladies toilet is used, there will be cleaning material provided for you to sanitise the 
touch points before the next user enters. 

Tea and Coffee

Refreshments will be served via the serving hatch and we would ask that you socially distance whilst 
queuing to be served.

The kitchen will be out of bounds and will be occupied by one volunteer only during preparation and 
serving periods. The volunteer will take appropriate sanitisation precautions, in accordance with both 
WMWT and KCYC requirements

There will be 4 refreshment periods;

On Arrival (8.30 – 9.00) Mid-morning break (10.30am) Lunch time (12.30pm) and afternoon break 
(3.00pm). These timings may vary slightly during a demonstration meeting.

Your drinking vessel (without the lid) should be placed on the serving hatch counter and the server will 
add desired ingredients without touching your mug. 

Please bring your own mug and spoon. We will not have any available should you forget!

Biscuits

We know we all love a biscuit so at your first tea/coffee we will offer you a whole packet of biscuits 
which will keep you in biscuits for the day! 

Ventilation

We have arranged with Kingsbury to open some windows, and the fire door and have the ventilation 
fan running to provide air movement in the JC Hall.

Seating 

It would be appreciated if you could bring your own chair if possible. We know many members already 
do so as they are more comfortable than the plastic chairs. If you do need to use one of the plastic 
chairs then there will be cleaning materials for you to use to sanitise the chair before putting it away at 
the end of the meeting.

Chairs will not be put out as usual, but the safety corridors will be cordoned off with the chains as 
normal and we would ask you to place your chairs in a socially distanced manner, Malcolm Edwards 
will be on hand to assist. 

Please do not obstruct the entrance to the kitchen; otherwise there may be some difficulty in providing 
tea and coffee.

Demonstration

We will instruct the demonstrator not to pass items around.



Display Table (No touch policy)

There will be a normal flat table for any display items to be exhibited. The owner will place their item 
on the table and we would request that you look at them but do not touch any of the work. The owner 
will then remove their piece at the end of the meeting.

Chairman’s challenge (No touch policy)

A table will be allocated to the Chairman’s challenge. Brian Bateman will place identification markers 
on the table at the beginning of the meeting and entrants will place their item on one of the markers. 
Brian will record the necessary information.

Judges will view the items without handling them and advise Brian of the results.

Please view the items but do not touch.

Entrants are asked to collect their item at the end of the meeting.

Raffle

We have decided to suspend the Raffle because of the issues around cash handling.

(Personal Note from the Honorary Secretary:  I know you will be disappointed but if you put the couple 
of pounds away each month while it is suspended, and then transfer the total to my cruise fund, I will 
be most grateful.)

We would appreciate your cooperation in this matter, if you do have any concerns or questions please 
contact either Director or the Honorary Secretary.

John Hooper Chris Jones Rob Huxley
Director Director Honorary Secretary


